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Prologue
Everyday thousands of people depart the Bangalore airport,and live 

back their daily life,ignoring any change.They never know a slight 

change in themselves can result in miracles.And Roy too was one of 

them,until he met GURU,the man who uses simple 21 piece jigsaw 

puzzles,to teach the 7 quotients for a perfect life.They reached the 

place where GURU’S seminar was to be held,The entry gates 

read”THE 7Qs™”.The seminar hall was a large dome of glass,and 

aura of the place was full of energy.”Your second life begins 

now”,said GURU,and gave him a jigsaw puzzle.Roy found out it was 

blank,21 pieces,wondering where this puzzle will take his life to.



1
Life’s a Puzzle

“Do you know yourself and Your Life’s Purpose?”asked 

GURU,starting the seminar with a question every human asks to 

himself,but usually is confused about its answer.”Most of them are 

confused among”keep our children happy”,”earn lots of money to 

fulfil our family wishes”,”get a good status in our society.””spend 

more time with the family”and so on.The answers never end,but 

there’s one more question for them”Is this what they’d imagined 

when they were young?when they’ll be old,will they be satisfied with 

the way they lived this life?what are their regrets?did they deserve 

this kind of lifestyle?”

“Everybody seems so happy In their daily life.Waking up,going to the 

office,shopping with the family,buying luxuries,eating and going back 

to sleep.Seems a perfect life isn’t it.Well it seems to most people 

because they’re involved in the famous”Circle Of Life”.Where they 

find no exit,but just compromises,sacrifices,fears and regrets in 

exchange of happiness.Many of us can’t live our dream life,because 

we live our fears.Fear of losing the job,fear of job transfers,fear of 

excessive debt,fear of losing any loved one,fear of health 

problems,fear of project deadlines,fear of losing status in the 

society,fear of losing respect in the team,and so on.Get out of the 

Circle of Life,start an exceptional life from today with no fears!”

“The only thing you need to do is”Solve the puzzle of your own 

life”,ask yourself”What am I doing in my life?Why am I doing it?



Is this the life I deserve?If your answer is yes,then congratulations!

you’re living your dream life.If “NO”, Then ask

 “How can I live my dream life that I deserve?”Be confident in 

yourself.Thinking out of the box is always difficult,but once you get 

out of it,your life accelerates to a speed you can never imagine,and 

you’ll get to your goals much easier.”

“Humans have a tendency to compare”Risk vs Returns”,Always 

remember,with big risks comes big returns,but with big 

results,comes big responsibilities.So always be responsible to 

yourself for whatever you do in your life.Blaming others helps losers 

find an excuse for losing,but you’re NOT a loser,you live in life to 

WIN,without any fear of making mistakes.”

“I know human brain has infinite demands.I’ve seen people getting 

so many luxuries,health,wealth,time with family,yet they still need 

more!Their demands are endless,I think the best way to satisfy 

yourself from these UNSATISFYING needs,is philanthropy.Start 

giving away to people,whether it is your knowledge,emotional 

support,charity,awareness,love.There are infinite ideas you can 

giveaway to people!This makes you realize that whatever you’ve in 

your life,you should be grateful to GOD.There are many people in 

the world,who are in unimaginable situations today!They need your 

aid.So move ahead,get more luxuries,money,wealth and everything 

you need to make you feel prosperous,but remember to giveaway 

too,because the satisfaction and love you’ll get from helping others,is 

far too greater than the materialistic charm.”



“So move forward,get out of the circle of life.Start thinking 

exceptional,live an exceptional life,ask yourself”What’s my purpose 

of life?”and obey to it forever.Know your goals,your 

dreams,you’ve got only one life,live it to the fullest,make your 

dreams come true!

“So Dont be average,don’t be a part of the crowd!Think different,Do 

different.Create a difference in your life,you’ll make mistakes.But 

don’t be afraid of them,face them,analyse yourself and improve.Your 

success in every part of life is sure.Dont worry about the people or 

what they’ll say,God has given them mouth to speak,but we’ve a brain 

to ignore them!Create your own path Today.”

“Superheroes aren’t fantasies.Everyone of us is having a 

superman inside us!We just need to awaken him by knowing 

ourself and our powers.Once you know your potential,your 

powers will eventually appear,you can easily unleash the hero 

inside you and make the impossible possible!!”

“So Dont be late,start a new life today.This seminar marks the starting 

of a new life,your Journey to Second Life.Solve your life puzzle today 

and live a splendid lifestyle.I must thank all of my followers who took 

the pain to organize such a great awareness mission,but remember I’m 

no GURU,I’m just an ordinary man,who could show you a path to 

prosperity,peace,infinite love and support of others.I’m just 

spreading the knowledge that I gained from my 

mistakes,success,failures over the years.So,open your mind to new 



possibilities today,BRING THE CHANGE YOU WANT IN THE 

WORLD”

With this mind blowing speech,GURU completed his seminar.People 

went wild after hearing the speech,they clapped and clapped and 

clapped! The positive aura across the Hall consisting of 50,000 

audience was unbelievable.It was the most impressive speech I ever 

heard,and it got me so much excited that I was dying to learn the 7 

puzzles as soon as possible.But I was curious about the blank puzzle 

GURU gave me in the car.

Finally the moment arrived,after thousands of handshakes and 

greetings,GURU was finally able to meet me.”It was the best speech I 

ever heard” I said.He replied”The greatness of speech is not decided 

by the words,but by the excitement and appreciation of the audience.”

“Why did you give me the blank puzzle?”I asked.

“Roy,the first step towards your second life begins with the 

completion of your 1st life.You need to know yourself first.What were 

your goals,dreams,desires,you need to be well acknowledged about 

those.You should know what were you doing to achieve them,whether 

you were on the right path?What mistakes did you make?and how you 

can improve by learning from them.Find out the answer to these 

questions,and then you’re ready to learn THE 7Qs™ .Everytime you 

learn something,write it on the puzzle pieces subsequently.When all 

the 21 pieces are filled,come to me.”



“But who will guide me to learn about myself?”I asked,expecting him 

to guide me through it.

“Nobody in the whole world knows you better than yourself Roy.You 

are unique in this world and nobody else can evaluate you.Dont worry 

about the guidance,this is a long journey,you’ll find the superheroes 

who’ll guide you.Just start self assessment,you’ll get the answers and 

the guidance.Complete this puzzle in seven days,Good Luck,and 

Have a Happy Journey ahead!”

And GURU shook my hands and left,Leaving me curious about the 

completion of the puzzle.Can I really take out the superhero within 

me?



The next 8 chapters can change the way you think about your life.

They’ll help you unleash your true power,to achieve more in life than 

you ever expected,and build your path to your dream life!

Like the 1st chapter?want to read the whole book?

Get a copy of this book and change your life forever click here

 

http://store.payloadz.com/go?id=946528
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